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From the President’s Pen
Greetings AVG'ers.
We are all saddened by the loss of Matt Graham’s wife Bette and all of our prayers go out to him. I will
bring a card for us to sign and a donation to be made to one of the charities Matt requested.
Greg Saccoccio will not be able to make this month’s meeting, he was bringing refreshments, so at this
late date if anyone is willing to step up, it would be appreciated.
Several of us attended the Valley Con Show in Pasadena on the 4th, myself, Tom, Mike Otis, Louis, Rick
and Henry with all but Louis and Henry competing and all taking home awards. This year was done Gold,
Silver and Bronze, and we will hear pro's and con's of that system. The vendors were excellent, with
many incredible deals made, 360 (no typo) models on display, but the show was a bit long with trying the
new system and being short-handed. AVG was mentioned several times thanking us for our support and
most of the vendors I spoke with were planning on attending our show in November. ALL asked for our
flyer which as you know is just now being finalized.
In regards to our Region 8 coordinator, there has been no contact from Jim Woody, who according to the
IPMS Director of Local Chapters who has also heard rumors Jim left for other parts so we are as it seems
with no R8 coordinator. Therefore our date of November 3rd will be approved by the DLC once I submit
the flyer and other pertinent information to the IPMS website. It will be done first part of next week.
There was a request by a few of the members of LAMS that we push back one week so that they may
attend, they seemed to think that 20-30 more attendees would be able to make since the first Saturday is
there meeting. We can discuss this on Saturday.
Remember recruit, recruit, recruit! Contact members who've not attended in a while and see if we can't
entice them back into attendance. It won't always be possible, life does take priority, but they are fellow
clubbers and we do miss them. Bring in your finished models and works in progress! Remember too that
this is your/our club, it is what we/you make it. On the AVG website is a new group mug shot, take a
look! Looking forward to seeing you guys on Saturday the 17th, I get there around 12:30 although the
official time is from 1-5.

Club News and Business
NEXT MEETING 17 MARCH 2012, 1 PM AT ROSAMOND LIBRARY
General Meeting Notes:
Rick Reinert and Nick Kiriokos talked briefly about the Santa Rosa show that they both attended.
All reviews were positive. One thing that was discussed was that it wasn’t just a model show, but
a hobby expo, bringing in groups from other hobbies to share in the event. This resulted in a very
good turnout. Rick Reinert also brought in one of the trophy’s he received at the show, second
place in multi-engine jets. Congratulations Rick.
The West Side Union School District has contacted us concerning doing a make and take with
their students. Nick will get more information and pass it along.
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The club discussed and unanimously voted to donate to the Pasadena modeler’s charity that they
run in conjunction with their contest. All funds collected will go to support cancer research, a
worthy cause.
A suggestion was made, that we attempt to use the club show and tell to practice our judging
skills. This seems like a good idea, especially for month’s where there are only a few kits for the
show and tell. That will help prepare for the 2012 desert classic and should help reduce the
amount of last minute worries come the October meeting.
2012 Desert Classic
This month marked the beginning of discussions concerning the 2012 Desert Classic. After a
lengthy discussion on a variety of contest themes, we voted and settled on; “Real to Reel” with
the official description as; “Any subject that was depicted, named, referenced, alluded to, created or
made famous by use in movies, films, television, comic books, novels or radio. Subject may be real or
fictional; however the subject must be the version used or depicted in the movie, film or other medium
which you are presenting. E.G. The ‘real’ Memphis Belle was a Boeing B-17F-10-BO Serial 41-24485.
Since the ‘movie’ Memphis Belle was (B-17G-105 Serial 44-85784), your kit must be a “G” backdated to
an “F”.”

We also discussed the special awards for this year’s contest. This year’s special awards will be
sponsored by club members and have included some new ones for 2012.
“No Joke” – Any Polish Subject – Sponsor: Tom Hamel
X-Plane Award – Sponsor: Dave Newman
The Silk Purse – Sponsor: Rick Reinert
The Viper Aware – Sponsor: Mike Valdez
100 years of USMC Aviation – Sponsor: Nick Kiriokos
Another topic that came up concerning the contest was a lesson learned from last year. When
tallying the statistics from last year’s show, we neglected to get a good count of models entered
in each category. To account for that this year, the head judge’s sheet will include a place to tally
the number of models entered in each category and it will be the head judge’s responsibility to
make the count. This should help us to keep good records.
New Club Shirts:
Curtis has had a difficult time finding the correct shirt color at the local retailers. He plans to
order a sample of the planned new shirt and have it made up to make sure the club is happy with
the final product. Once the sample has been made the shirts will be ordered and final cost and
availability will be presented at that time. Embroidery is $7 per shirt at Palmdale Trophy, but the
cost of the shirts is not yet determined. The club does plan to pay for half the cost of the shirts.
Recruiting:
In our recruiting efforts we are planning to update the club flyer. Nick brought in an example
from the Santa Rosa club that was printed on some glossy card stock. We decided to mimic this
style and have the flyers professionally printed.
In addition if anyone knows of any one that is interested in the club, please get an email address
and provide it to Mike Marchioli for inclusion in the “prospective members” email list.
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Product Reviews:
Mike Brignola brought in the 3m TEKK respirator. The mask
comes with an OB/P95 filters which remove both the particulates
and vapors. This is very important considering the chemicals that
we as modelers are exposed too, especially when airbrushing. I
have been using one of these while airbrushing for about a year
now and I can tell you they work as advertised! Can’t even smell
the paints, and the filters are beginning to show the colors of the
paints I tend to use a lot, indicating that its filtering all that out
before I breath it in!
http://www.homedepot.com/h_d1/N-5yc1vZboav/h_d2/Navigation?langId=-1&storeId=10051&catalogId=10053

The mask retails from Home Depot for about $30. Highly recommended!

2012 Meeting Schedule
We still need volunteers for both demos and refreshments. Please review the open months and let
one of the officers know if you want to sign up for either a demo, refreshments or both. Also we
would like to have another club BBQ type event like we did last spring at Mike B.’s house. If
anyone is interested in hosting, please let one of the officers know.
Primary

Activities

Refreshments

Demo

Review

21 Jan

Member Dues Collected

Rich Ribaudo

Photo Etch
Curtis S.

Riveting Tool
Curtis S.

18 Feb

2012 Contest Theme
Discussion

Nick Kiriokos

Tom Hamel
Dry Brush

3M Respirator

17 Mar

Greg Saccoccio

21 Apr

Rick Reinert

19 May
16 June
21 July
18 Aug
15 Sept

Tom Hamel

20 Oct
3 Nov

Desert Classic

17 Nov
15 Dec

Christmas Potluck & Gift
Exchange
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Member Show and Tell
Name:
Tom Hamel
Time To Build:
1 Month
Kit & Scale:
Tasca Sherman Firefly Mk Vc
MiniArt – British Tank Crew
1/35th
Aftermarket Items:
None
Paints Used:
Tamiya Acrylics
Model Master Enamels

Comments:
All the instructions and paint references are in
Japanese which caused some confusion. The
suspension is tricky and needs a lot of
attention. Kit is recommended for moderate
modeling skills.
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Adventures in Modeling
This section will be a place where members can share their stories of modeling mistakes and
recoveries.

Club Demo
Tom Hamel gave an excellent demo on the art of dry brushing. First off what is dry brushing?
Dry brushing is a way to bring out the raised surface details of a model. Dry brushing is usually
done as the last step, after a model has received its washes and flat coats.
Tom started with a run down of the tools he uses for dry brushing. Tom uses flat enamel paints
exclusively, they seem to work the best and Tom uses Model Master paints as his paint of
choice. Tom uses neutral colors in medium tones and makes sure that the paints are well mixed
and thinned. Too thin is better than not thin enough. Tom recommends using cheap brushes,
preferably ones that are well used for most dry brushing applications, but also uses fine brushes
for dry brushing detailed areas. Tom recommends having a system and a plan, like working from
front to back or left to right on a model. This helps to ensure uniformity and hopefully keeps
from missing a spot. Tom also uses three primary techniques; 1.) Pick, which is to pick at a
subject. This is useful for dry brushing in tight areas. 2.) Drag, which can be used to add streaks
to a subject. 3.) Smoosh/Scrub, which is useful for really added weathering and wear to a subject.
Tom next went through a good demo using a figure he is currently working on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dip the brush into the paint
Run the brush back and forth over a piece of paper or a rag until the brush looks dry
Drag the brush along the surface of the subject
Dip and clean again as necessary, cleaning the brush every few dips to prevent the
buildup of paint on the brush. Tom uses several brushes at a time and when one is starting
to show some build up he sets it aside and starts with a new brush. Cleaning them all at
the end
5. Dry brush lightly, rough scrubbing is not necessary.
It was truly a great demo. Thanks Tom for taking the time to show us this technique.

2012 Modeling Goals
Members are encouraged to set modeling goals for 2012. As each goal is accomplished we will
track it and see how we all do at the end of 2012. If you would like to set goals for 2012 please
provide your goals to Mike Marchioli (mmarchioli1@yahoo.com) for inclusion in the member
goals data base. Please look at the January 2012 edition of the smoking hole for examples.

“So, There I Was…..”
Aviation stories provided by John Pearce
First Rescue up North
Enclosed is a report on the first Jolly Green helicopter rescue mission in Vietnam. A good read. For pilots
shot down over North Vietnam, then rescued their return home was 'jolly and green'.
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Frank Tullo has never forgotten his first day as a newly promoted USAF captain. He was 25 years old and
he was flying fighter bomber missions into Viet Nam from Korat, one of two F-105 bases in Thailand.
Most fighter crews were not optimistic about their chances for rescue. There was a standing joke among
the often chain-smoking Thud crews that an optimistic Thud driver was one who thought he'd die of lung
cancer. The fact of the matter, a study showed, was that during a typical 100-mission tour, a F-105 pilot
could easily get shot down twice and picked up once.
At about the time, Tullo received his captain's bars, air rescue planners had decided to make an effort to
improve downed pilots' chances. In the middle of 1965, Tullo was flying as Dogwood Two in a flight led
by Major Bill Hosmer, a former Thunderbird, and the best pilot Tullo had ever flown with. Dogwood
was to be the cleanup flight: the last of several flights to strike surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites in North
Vietnam. Their job was to take out any SAM sites not already destroyed. To destroy the missile sites and
take out their control centers, each Thud was loaded with two pods of rockets and an internal 20millimeter Gatling cannon, along with the rockets.

Tullo was part of a maximum effort involving at least 48 F-105s, and another 50 or so supporting aircraft.
At this early stage of the war dealing with SAMs had not been developed. The projected learning curve
for the months ahead was nearly vertical.
It was mid-afternoon when Tullo's flight came over the hills from the south of Hanoi to clean up leftover
targets. He had been listening to the action on the attack frequency. From the sound of things, some
friendly aircraft were down. Tullo's flight cleared the last ridge at treetop level before arriving at the
target area. Working to hold his position on Lead's wing, Tullo managed to steal a look ahead. "I damn
near fainted," he told me years later. "To a good Catholic boy, this was the description of hell." The whole
valley was a cauldron of flame, smoke and AAA flak that filled the sky.
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Hosmer had the flight on course for the first SAM site they were to check out. Tracers were flying past
the canopies and the smell of cordite was strong [most pilots depressurized their cockpits when nearing
the target area so that, if hit, smoke from an onboard engine fire would not be sucked inside the cockpit.
Just days before, Tullo had seen a column of smoke stream pour from inside another Thud's stillpressurized cockpit after the pilot's canopy was jettisoned.]
The flight pressed lower. The Thud would do nearly 700 mph on the deck. Tullo was sure they were less
than 200 feet and was working hard to stay in position on Lead. Without warning, his lead broke hard left,
exclaiming "Damn, they just salvoed!" [Sometimes SAM batteries would fire all their missiles at once in
an effort to protect their valuable control vans]. Tullo could see only the huge wall of smoke and flame
coming at the flight from the AAA guns protecting the SAM sites.
Their tremendous speed caused the flight to turn wide enough to be carried directly over the site of the
guns. As they passed over, Tullo looked right into the flaming muzzles of a battery of quad guns.
They were at 100 feet or lower and still near 700 mph. Tullo glanced over at Lead to check his position,
then glanced back and noticed a fire warning light. "Lead, I have a fire light," he radioed. Then element
lead called: " Two, you're on fire. Get out!" Hosmer kept the flight in the turn, saying, "Two, loosen it up.
I'm going to look you over."
The flight leader said, "Better clean off your wing, Frank." Tullo jettisoned the external fuel tanks and
rocket pods on his wings; his Thud lightened up. Three was calling again, his voice tight with urgency.
"Two, the flames are trailing a good 150 feet behind you. You better get out!" In spite of the fire and the
calls from Three, Tullo felt a sense of well-being. He was still flying, he had control, and he was with
Hosmer. Nothing bad would ever happen with old Hoz leading. It would work out. The fire would go out,
the aircraft would keep flying, and he would make it back.
They were still over Hanoi. Houses were below them, and mountains to the west (which would come to
be known as Thud Ridge), offered refuge. It was a good bailout area…just in case. "You better get out,
Frank, it's really burning," Hosmer said in a calm voice. "Negative," Tullo replied. "It's still flying. I've
lost the auxiliary electrical power, but I've got the standby instruments. I'm heading straight ahead for that
ridge." [Earlier in the war, several pilots whose air-craft were on fire, ejected over the target, and they
were either killed or taken prisoner.]
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There had been incidents in the Thud's checkered past when a burning aircraft had exploded before the
pilot could eject, but many others had flown for a considerable time without blowing up. Many pilots, like
Tullo, had decided to take their chances staying with their aircraft as long as they could, rather than eject
in the target area. The ridge was still well ahead of the aircraft. The flight had climbed some but was still
very low and being shot at from all quarters.
Tullo's aircraft dropped its nose slightly. He pulled back on the stick. No response. He pulled harder. ..
still nothing. When he heard muffled explosions in the rear of his aircraft, Tullo hit the mike button: "I've
gotta go, Lead. I'm losing controls. They're not responding." At 200 feet, there was no time to wait. If the
aircraft nosed down, physics would be against him. Even if he managed to eject, he would likely bounce
just behind the aircraft, still in the seat. He pulled up the arm rests, which jettisoned the canopy, locked
his elbows in the proper position, and revealed the trigger that fired the seat.
The results were the most horrific Tullo had ever experienced. At the speed he was moving, the noise, the
roar, the buffeting. It was unbelievable. Everything not bolted down in the cockpit went flying past his
face. He froze for a matter of seconds before he squeezed the trigger to fire the seat. The ejection process
that followed was so violent that today Tullo's memory is blank of every-thing that happened immediately
after he squeezed the trigger. He doesn't remember leaving the cockpit, the seat separating, or the chute
opening. He had the low-level lanyard hooked, which attached the parachute directly to the seat and
caused it to deploy almost immediately.
After tumbling violently, whomp! He was swinging in the chute. A little battered by the violent ejection,
Tullo prepared for the landing. Floating down in the chute was serene and the soft rush of air soothed
him. He did not see his aircraft crash.
During his descent, he eyed the city of Hanoi about 25 miles away. A small U-shaped farmhouse sat near
a clearing, just to the west. He passed below the 100-foot treetops and landed in an area of 10-foot
elephant grass. At that moment, listening to the sound of his flight disappearing to the southwest, the
only thing in his mind was that he was on the ground in North Vietnam, armed only with a .38 Special.
His first concern was to hide the billowing white parachute. Working hard to control his breathing, he
stuffed the parachute under the matted grass and covered it up with dirt. After shedding his harness and
survival kit, he removed the emergency radio from his vest, extended the antenna, and prepared to contact
Dogwood flight.
He could hear them returning, and he had to let them know he was all right. As the flight drew closer,
Tullo turned on the survival radio. Cupping his hand around the mouthpiece, he whispered: "Dogwood
Lead, this is Dogwood Two." Hoz responded immediately: "Roger Two, Lead is reading you. We're
going to get a fix on your position." The flight turned toward Tullo, who had landed on a hillside west of
Hanoi.
He could hear heavy anti-aircraft fire to the east and see puffs of flak dancing around the flight. Within
seconds, hot shrapnel began to fall around him. "Frank, we gotta go. Fuel is getting low, and we've been
ordered out of the area. We're gonna get you a chopper." Hosmer's voice dropped: "And, Frank," he said,
"this may be an all-nighter."
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Tullo regarded Hosmer's message and told him he was going to try to work his way higher up the slope to
make the pickup easier. He had no doubt that he would be rescued. As the sound of Dogwood flight faded
to the southwest, Tullo prepared to move up the hill to a better vantage point. He decided to open the
survival kit and remove useful equipment.
In a normal ejection, once stabilized in the chute and prior to landing, a pilot would reach down and pull a
handle on the kit's box to deploy it. It was advisable to deploy the kit prior to landing to avoid possible leg
injuries, since the case was hard and fairly heavy. Tullo hadn't had this option because he had ejected at
such a low level. He rotated the kit's red handle, and with a great whooshing roar, a dinghy began to
inflate. A dinghy! He had forgotten all about that! And it was bright yellow! He had to stop the noise.
Tullo drew a large survival knife he wore strapped to the leg of his G-suit, threw himself on the dinghy,
and began stabbing it. The first two blows merely rebounded. With a final mighty effort, he plunged the
knife into the rubber and cut a large hole so the air could escape.

With that emergency solved Tullo lay back to catch his breath and get a drink of water. Then he started up
the hill. The elephant grass was so dense that at times he couldn't separate it with his hands and had to
climb over the tough, wide blades. After climbing about 50 to 75 feet, he realized he wasn't going to make
it to the top.
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His flight suit was soaked, and his hands were cut by the sharp edges of the grass. Rather than waste more
energy, he flattened out a small space in the grass and faced southeast to have a good view of any threat
coming up the slope, time to set up housekeeping. Tullo's survival vest and kit included a spare battery for
the radio, emergency beeper, day and night flares, pen flares, six rounds of tracer ammo, a "blood chit"
printed in several languages that promised rewards for assisting downed American airmen, gold bars for
buying freedom, maps, a first aid kit, water purification tablets, two tins of water, two packets of highenergy food, tape, string, 250 feet of rappelling line, a saw, knife, compass, shark repellent, fishing kit,
whistle, signaling mirror, sewing kit, and two prophylactics for keeping ammunition or other equipment
clean and dry.
Tullo heard the sound of prop-driven aircraft approaching from the north. He correctly assumed they were
Douglas A-1s, or "Spads," as they were called. He stood up and keyed his radio. "This is Dogwood Two,
do you read me?" "Dogwood Two, this is Canasta, and we read you. Transmit for bearing." Tullo warned
Canasta of the flak to the east, and as advertised, the guns opened up on the Spads as they approached
Tullo's position. As soon as Tullo could see the aircraft, he began giving vectors. On the second circle,
Tullo was looking right up the wing of a Spad. He called, "Canasta, I'm off your right wingtip now."
Canasta Lead said, "Gotcha! Don't worry; we're going for a chopper."
As the Spads droned out of the area, Tullo felt sure he would be picked up. Within a few minutes, he
heard the unmistakable sound of Thuds. He spoke on the survival radio calling: "Any F-105 over
Vietnam, this is Dogwood Two." An answer came from a flight of Thuds approaching in a wide
sweeping turn from the north. A voice that Tullo recognized, asked him to 'pop' a smoke flare for
location. "Smoke?" Tullo replied. "Are you out of your mind? There's no way I'm going to pop smoke
here!"
The pilot told Tullo to calm down. On the other hand, he'd just spotted trucks unloading troops to the
south of Tullo's position. But he reassured Tullo that they were working on getting a rescue helicopter
over to him. Tullo heard shots. The shots built to a crescendo, then stopped. The shooting had started at
some distance, but now it grew closer.
Soon he was able to hear voices as the troops worked their way up the hillside. He burrowed into the
dense grass and waited his heart pounding. He raised his head and saw an older man about 150 to 175 feet
away wearing a cone-shaped straw hat. It was all Tullo could do not to make a run for it, but that was
exactly what the searchers wanted him to do. He forced himself to sit quietly. The troops made a lot of
noise but they kept moving, down the hill to the East. Silence returned and Tullo continued to wait.
George Martin was flying his CH-3 Sikorsky helicopter to a remote staging area in Laos about 120 miles
from Hanoi. Only a few weeks before he had been flying cargo support at Eglin in Florida. Today, he was
boss of a small detachment of men and helicopters on a 120-day assignment in Vietnam. He and his crew
had been tasked to learn a new mission for which they had little preparation. In 1965, as the number of
U.S. air strikes and reconnaissance missions in Vietnam multiplied, pilots faced the increasing possibility
of being downed deep inside Laos or North Vietnam. Crews were flying the small and slow HH-43
Huskie, originally designed as an air-base firefighting and rescue helicopter, and were already pushing the
helicopter to its limits. There was clearly a need for a faster rescue helicopter with longer legs.
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The cargo-carrying CH-3C helicopter fit the bill, and the Air Force began training crews to match. The
training was projected to last several months, but the escalating conflict wouldn't wait. Martin, who was
too close to retirement to be selected for the additional training, was ordered to fill in the gap with 21 men
and two CH-3s until the fully trained crews arrived. "I found out Friday afternoon and was gone
Sunday," Martin says. "It was just like in the movies. I: 'When do I leave?' They: 'How fast can you
pack?'"
Martin was about to land when he was asked to divert and try to rescue a downed F-105 pilot. But he still
needed to drop off cargo and extra crew, lighten up, take on as much fuel as possible and still be able to
pick up the pilot. "The big consideration in helicopter pickup is gross weight," Martin said. "If you're too
heavy to hover, all you can do is fly around and wave at him."
Upon landing, Martin's number two engine over-temp warning light went on… possibly foreign object
damage or a compressor stall from air starvation. Under normal circumstances the light would have
grounded the helicopter. The crew became pretty apprehensive about continuing to fly the helicopter. I
told them, "We're this pilot's only hope. If the engine will start again… we will go."
His crew reluctantly agreed. The engine restarted without incident and Martin's "Jolly Green One," took
off for Hanoi. Martin had no idea where to locate the downed pilot. And he was unescorted until he was
about 50 miles away from Hanoi, where he was joined by Canasta flight [from the carrier USS Midway].
The oppressive afternoon heat wore on. Finally, Tullo heard the sound of prop-driven aircraft again.
Darkness was about 40 minutes away as he turned on his radio. The aircraft responded immediately.
"Dogwood Two, this is Canasta. I have a chopper for you." Seconds later, Canasta flight flew directly
over Tullo's position, and there, not far behind, came a rescue helicopter.
Tullo was expecting a small chopper. But this one was a big green monster. Martin's Jolly Green headed
for its first combat recovery. "Dogwood Two, this is Jolly Green. How’m I doing?" Tullo said, "You're
doing great!" and popped his smoke flares. The chopper's blades made the smoke swirl as Tullo then
pointed his .38 straight up and fired all six tracers.
Martin's crew chief pinpointed the downed pilot in the thick elephant grass as soon as his smoke made its
way above the trees. Then, as Martin hovered, the crew chief lowered a "horse collar" sling from their
jury-rigged cargo winch.
On the ground, the down blast was tremendous. Debris flew everywhere, and the trees and grass were
whipping and bending wildly.
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Tullo holstered his pistol, slung the survival kit over his shoulder, and slipped the horse collar over his
head. He gave the crew chief in the door a thumbs-up. The cable became taut and Tullo began to rise off
the ground. After being lifted about 10 feet, the hoist jammed and the cable stopped.
The crew chief was giving hand signals Tullo did not under-stand. Tullo looked up. Two crewmen were
in the helicopter door lowering a rope to him. The horse collar was cutting off the circulation in Tullo's
arms and he was tiring, but he grabbed the rope and tied it around the top of the horse collar. Finally the
chopper began to move and dragged Tullo through some bushes, brambles and trees. Everybody's trying
to kill me, he thought.
The Jolly climbed and circled as the crew chief struggled with the hoist. The helicopter's overworked
number two engine had begun to overheat. A fire light came on in the Jolly's cockpit. As they circled,
Martin hoped that the air flowing through the engine would cool it down and the light might go off. The
two crew members were joined by the copilot, and the three men strained to pull the dangling man
aboard.
The pain was becoming so great that Tullo was thinking about dropping from the sling. Just then, Martin
spotted a rice paddy next to a hooch and lowered Tullo to the ground. The exhausted pilot rolled out of
the sling as the chopper swung away and landed 50 or 60 feet away. The crew frantically shouted to
Tullo, who sprinted and dove through the door. He could hear an automatic weapon firing and saw both
helicopter pilots ducking their heads.
The Jolly had problems: low fuel, a sick engine, darkness, and clouds at altitude. Martin and his crew had
been in the war zone slightly more than two weeks and did not even have maps of the area. He crew relied
on flares lit inside 55-gallon drums at his remote base and his landing lights to find a place to land. "Our
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troops only held about a quarter of the area around our site," Martin said. "That was the only corridor you
could fly through without getting shot at". Martin finally landed with a shaken pilot and just 750 pounds
of fuel aboard.
Tullo learned his aircraft was one of six Thuds and one EB-66 electronic counter-measures aircraft shot
down that day. Of three surviving pilots, Tullo was the only one rescued--the others were to spend more
than seven years as POWs.
Tullo returned to a Thunderchief cockpit and completed his combat tour.
Tullo's rescue was the farthest north that a successful pickup had been made, thanks to the determination
of Martin and his crew and the long range of their helicopter. It was the first of 1,490 recoveries that Jolly
Green Giants would make in Southeast Asia.
Soon a dedicated air rescue version would be built, with in-flight refueling capability, armor plating, a
powerful hoist, and shatterproof canopies. But, the Jolly Green Giant would find its ultimate form in the
HH-53 Super Jolly, an even larger and more powerful helicopter still flown today.
Technology improved, but future helicopter rescue crews still had to meet the same basic requirements
and willingness to fly and hover inside a big target over hostile territory and find a pilot whose only hope
would appear above him carrying a cable and a sling.

Calendar
SAT
Silicon Valley Kick Off Classic
3/24/2012
Scale
Santa Clara Convention Center
Modelers 5001 Great America Parkway,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
http://www.svsm.org/kickoffclassic.html
MON
5/7/2012
?

IPMS
Las Vegas

Best of the West 16,
Railroad Pass Casino
2800 South Boulder Highway
Henderson, NV
http://www.ipmslv.org/Best_of_the_West.php

SUN
Fresno Scale Region 9 Regional Contest
5/27/2012
Modelers Castle Air Museum
4139 Tanker Ct.
Atwater-Merced, CA
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